New Start-up the in translation technology ConneXus opens its doors this month

Our mission as a company is to bring people together through language. Connecting through language plays a major role in diversity within people, ConneXus focuses on eliminating that issue. We want people to feel free to travel all over the world and not have to worry about having an awkward conversation. Our mission is to break down language barriers and bring everyone together.
Christmas at ConneXus

This year, ConneXus had the opportunity to help those in need. We collected a number of shoeboxes to give to children affected by war, poverty, natural disaster, famine, and disease; and to children living on Native American Reservations in the United States. Operation Christmas Child uses gift filled shoeboxes to demonstrate God’s love in a tangible way to children in need around the world. Our academy is about giving back and helping others in the best way possible. All of our VP’s and some of our associate brought a box for Operation Christmas Child. As a bonus, they received community service hours. ConneXus chooses to seek joy in what they give and not what they get.

How to dress in the office

The balance said “Women may have the choice of a skirt, pant, or dress suit, or coordinating dress slacks, skirt, or dress, with a blazer. A blouse, sweater, or twinset can be appropriate.” We agree our company girls dress just how The Balance explained it. The balance also said “Men may have the choice of a suit in any conservative color, or dress slacks and a coordinating blazer as well.” We have to agree men have way more choices than women.
FOUNTAIN VALLEY TRADE SHOW

ConneXus Opens doors at Fountain Valley Event

The Fountain Valley trade show is an event sponsored by virtual enterprises which helps companies develop and expand. This event helps the employees of said companies to develop more social and speech skills which can be beneficial to those looking forward owning or working for a business. These skills can allow an employee to be great when pitching an idea, or coming up with a product, or maybe even starting an entirely new business and because of this and many more reasons it is important to develop these skills early in a person’s life so that later in their life they are more likely to be successful and more likely to get a job since they would have experience. In conclusion the employees of ConneXus who participate have an experience that sadly meant others don’t but these employees when they went had a great time. Don’t take it from here but from the employees themselves and their experience.

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH

Hugo is an outstanding employee who brings to his job a high degree of energy, commitment, flexibility and professional conduct. He has been so critical to our success. He exemplifies the excellence of our classified employees who give much to the success of our company. He embodies what it mean to be a leader, a team player and a role model of ConneXus’s core value. He receives work that he is assigned with a positive attitude and never has his leader received any complaints about him. ConneXus is really proud and welcome to have an employee such as Hugo.
We have three models the Ambassador, Diplomat and, Emissary. Ambassador being the best selling product we have. The Ambassador is a unique product we sell and here’s why, the Ambassador has five pre-installed languages of your choosing, you can even play music and conduct a phone call. When you buy the Ambassador you get a case and a charger in the package, no wonder it’s our best selling product.